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What is your 

age?



Gender and Marital Status

(~70% women and ~55% couples)



How interested are you in each of these features?



What (if anything) would appeal to you in a Senior housing 

residence on the UC San Diego campus in the next 10 years? 

(Check your top 5 choices)



Q3 - Consider that costs of senior living facilities are 

determined by the features that are provided. Furthermore, 

assume that any anticipated senior facility will have 

appropriate ADA compliance (e.g. wide hallways, 

doorways, bathroom rails, elevator dimensions etc.). That 

said, please check which features you would demand in 

such a facility, knowing that it would add to costs.



Consider that costs of senior living facilities are determined by the 

features that are provided. Furthermore, assume that any anticipated 

senior facility will have appropriate ADA compliance (e.g. wide 

hallways, doorways, bathroom rails, elevator dimensions etc.). That said, 

please check which features you would demand in such a facility, 

knowing that it would add to costs.  (additional responses)

culture, music, spiritual

medical staff on site.  Medicare eligible

a view and many windows

medical alert buttons in unit, rooms for music, art, "shop" etc.

activities to interact with other residents and on-site activities

van service to cultural events

grand piano room



Which of the following potential aspects of an 

intergenerational senior housing complex appeal to 

you?



Which of the following potential aspects of an 

intergenerational senior housing complex appeal to 

you?   (additional responses)

music

ability to have pets

math tutoring

Shared activities such as music, books, pet sharing



Small shops in the facility might be convenient. 

Furthermore, they might generate some funds for the 

facility. If there were small shops on site, which of the 

following would you use?



Small shops in the facility might be convenient. Furthermore, 

they might generate some funds for the facility. If there were 

small shops on site, which of the following would you use? 

(additional responses)

pharmacy

postal services, internet cafe

bookstore

consignment store

book/stationery store

drug store



We are trying to anticipate how many function rooms 

might be necessary in such a building. Please check all of 

the following interest groups you would imagine joining in 

such a facility.



15 reported living in senior facilities 
(2/3 with continuity of care commitment)



What is 

your type 

of unit?

Answer % Count

studio 6.67% 1

1 

bedroom

46.67% 7

2 

bedroom

46.67% 7

Total 100% 15



What is the name of your facility?

Ocean Hills Country Club

Vi La Jolla Village (n=6)

White Sands (n=3)

Casa de Manana

La Vida DelMar

La Costa Glen (n=2)

Apt. senior living Town Park Villa



What particularly attracted you to the facility?

community of active adults

continuing Care (n=2)

sister there

proximity to UCSD, MDs, reputation for friendliness

future medical care

location and price

lots of outdoor space and beautiful landscaping

THE PEOPLE

the community; the ocean

facility

family close 



What do you wish was different in your facility?

Location isolated

Memory care unit

All day dining/grab and go

Nothing

Closer to La Jolla and UCSD

A buffet dining hall

I wish it were closer to La Jolla and UCSD

Less expennsive

Not so many rules or checkiing on tenants

Staff efficiency

More and better vegetarian food



what are your monthly costs?

Own outright

$7500

9000

~ 8K for 2

4200

6200

$2200

$6500+/-

about $6000

$6500 +/-

$4800

$4500

$5500



Are these the right questions?

What do you think?


